Gem car forum

They are powered by six, 12 volt deep cycle batteries connected together in series to achieve a
volt battery system. Recharging the six batteries at once happens by plugging into a standard
volt outlet for six to eight hours. There are currently six different models of GEM cars on the
road today. GEM cars are used by local, state and national government agencies, resorts,
master-planned communities, universities, medical and corporate campuses, as well as by
sports teams, taxi-shuttle services and individual consumers. Local San Diego Delivery free for
two or more. Later model Gem Cars have Delta Q 72 volt chargers. If you use a shared outlet,
good chance the charger will stop charging when another appliance starts up. Charge
frequently for as long as the batteries require. The on-board charger will shut off when fully
charged. Do Not Trust the little green light on steering column. Use a battery hydrometer to test
flooded style batteries monthly for health and state of charge verifcation vs the little green light.
It is a powerful deep cycle battery designed for industrial janitorial equipment so it has to last a
long time. It is a powerful deep cycle battery designed for trolling motors with a minute
capacity. It is a powerful deep cycle battery designed for industrial equipment. Note, it is taller
and is more difficult to install.. Additionally, the factory battery hold down hardware will not
work. You must make changes to the battery hold down hardware as it as must to keep batteries
secure! It is a powerful deep cycle battery with centered studs for direct replacement. The
battery handles make it easier to install. Note, we remove the factory label to save you money.
This Thixotropic gelled electrolyte contains sulfuric acid, fumed silica, pure demineralized and
deionized water and a phosphoric acid. The electrolyte in Gel batteries does not flow like a
normal liquid; it has the consistency and look of petroleum jelly. In AGM batteries, the liquid
electrolyte contains high purity sulfuric acid and totally demineralized, deionized water no
phosphoric acid. This electrolyte is trapped in sponge-like glass mat separators. The on-board
Delta q charger must be set to algorithm 5. Drive, shuttle, haul and work with confidence using a
GEM vehicle built for your applicaton. Transport people around campuses, facilities or
neighborhoods in distinctive comfort with GEM's spacious, ergonomic design and street-legal
safety features. Polaris GEM and its dealers have reengineered the customer and rider experi
School is back in session. And student safety is top of mind for institutio Average costs based
on independent research. You can opt-out at any time. Privacy Policy. Polaris Industries Inc.
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Calculate Your Savings. New divider accessories to help you resume operations. Shop GEM.
Drive Serious Savings on your Campus. Learn More Calculate Savings. Experience GEM. Watch
the Video. Please consult your GEM dealer for the latest color offerings and options. Electric
Vehicle Incentives by State. Learn More. Facilities Maintenance. Personal Transportation. Hotels
and Resorts. Urban Mobility. Custom Solutions. Passenger and Utility Vehicles. Passenger
Vehicles Transport people around campuses, facilities or neighborhoods in distinctive comfort
with GEM's spacious, ergonomic design and street-legal safety features. Why GEM. View All.
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Global Electric Motorcars division of Neighborhood Electric Vehicles, or NEVs, has become a
forerunner in just 12 years in the low-speed electric vehicle market, producing six models for
use at universities, planned communities, industrial complexes, airports and resorts. A GEM car
is powered by a volt-battery system, which supplies power to a custom controller and the
electric-drive motor. An onboard charger plugs in to any regular outlet and recharges the
batteries for eight to 14 hours, depending on the model. If you encounter problems charging
your GEM, follow these guidelines. Fault LED Flashing: If your charger's fault light flashes, look
for the number of times it flashes to determine the type of fault. Before proceeding, check the
battery connections first. For charger , one flash on your light-emitting diode, or LED, can mean
high battery voltage. There is some type of battery failure, an open circuit or another source of
power charging the battery. Disconnect those other connections and check the battery's
condition. The charger will restart automatically when this fault has been cleared. Two flashes
on your charger LED can signal low battery voltage. In some models, two flashes signal "battery
voltage out of range," meaning that the voltage could be either too high or too low. This signal
means that the battery has failed or there is no battery connected. Check connections and
confirm the nominal battery voltage, which can be found in the first two digits of the four-digit
model name of the battery. That voltage should be the same as the charger voltage. Once this is
corrected, the fault will clear automatically. Three flashes indicate that the battery failed to
charge during the allotted time. This could happen if your battery's capacity is larger than
designated by the algorithm. Conduct the checks of the previous steps, checking the battery for
damage or low water; if the battery is good, check the connections to the power source and to
the charger; confirm that nominal battery voltage matches the charger's voltage. You must
manually clear this fault by unplugging the cord, waiting 30 seconds and replugging. Five
flashes alert you to overheating of the charger during operation. You must manually correct the

fault by powering down, waiting 30 seconds and restoring power. The charger will resume
charging once the temperature has fallen. Assist this by placing the charger in a cooler location,
rinsing the charger with low pressure and disengaging any mud that may be blocking the vents
of the charger. Your battery must be connected and in good condition for the charger to begin
charging. Check nominal voltage and see that this is not higher or lower than the charger's
voltage. Either case will result in the charger not starting. Software revisions could affect the
charger minimum-voltage starting threshold. Refer to the back of your product manual for the
software revision and make the appropriate adjustment. A strong sulfur odor or excessive
watering requirements of the battery may warn of a battery overcharging or a high battery
temperature. Make sure that the battery pack is not too small and that the voltage is the same as
the charger voltage. Make sure that the battery charge algorithm is correct. If it is a new battery,
the algorithm may have to be changed. Follow the instructions in your owner's manual as to
how to do this. Timothea Xi has been writing business and finance articles since She has
worked as an alternative investment adviser in Miami, specializing in managed futures. Xi has
also worked as a stockbroker in New York City. Step 1 Fault LED Flashing: If your charger's
fault light flashes, look for the number of times it flashes to determine the type of fault. Step 2
Two flashes on your charger LED can signal low battery voltage. Step 3 Three flashes indicate
that the battery failed to charge during the allotted time. Step 4 Five flashes alert you to
overheating of the charger during operation. New batteries need to be charged and discharged
20 to 30 times to achieve the range of which they are capable. Charge at room temperature and
as often as possible, no matter the state of discharge. Your GEM car could become damaged if
left for 30 or more days on a low charge. If you are leaving for more than 10 days, you have
several options. After checking the water level in the battery, you could leave the car plugged in
with the "Main Disconnect Switch" on, and the charger will assess and charge the battery for up
to 24 weeks. You could also charge the car to percent, turn the disconnect switch off and store
the car in this condition for up to 30 days. Review your GEM car's owner's manual for dozens of
other precautions in the operation of your vehicle. Gem Car - 72 volt electric. Anyone have any
experience with these models? I had a customer drop one off today that does not run. The
charger will not come on, but the entire battery bank was below 24 volts. I am assuming that the
voltage is too low for the onboard charger to kick on, but do not have any specs for a 72 volt
charger? The batteries are gel style that are in it now, but I was thinking that they orginally came
with a Trojan? Throw me some bones here!!! We're wrenching in the blind!!! Find More Posts by
mikesmotortoys. Today BGW. Sponsored Links. Re: Gem Car - 72 volt electric. Vehicle is clean.
It has the original onboard charger. The batteries in it now are from a company in Dallas that
only sells RECON batteries, so I'm not counting on the current set to be any good! We'll
individually charge the batteries to get her running again, fix the fiberglass and add a fresh coat
of paint Originally Posted by mikesmotortoys. I just don't know for sure what style of batteries
are supposed to be in it? I thought they used a Trigan 12 volt? The batteries in it now are from a
company in Dallas that only sells RECON batteries, so I'm not counting on the current set to be
correct! I just bought a Gem 2e in Sacramento, Ca. Batteries were toast. The owner of the
Sacramento Battery Co. He had a traveling Gem mech. It is a great little car but I am having a
tough time insuring it for street use here in Washington State. Mikesmotortoys--I checked the
Gem Service manual for my It had Trojan lead-acid batteries when new. When Gel batteries are
installed it makes specific mention of the need to "modify or replace the on-board charger. If
you want to contact me with a PM with your e-mail address I will attempt an attachement of the
battery charging section of the manual. It could be an easier find to contact Trojan as to why the
difference to charge the batteries. I believe it charges the Gels at a slower rate. Good luck. The
on board charger will not kick in unless each battery has a minimum of 10 volts. It sat for over a
year and the batteries were down and someone told me that I could not revive them. I had a
battery guy tell me how to rejuvenate them and they are working fine. Originally Posted by
railcop All times are GMT The time now is PM. Privacy Policy - Golf Carts - Top. This Website
and forum is the property of Buggiesgonewild. No material may be taken or duplicated in part or
full without prior written consent of the owners of buggiesgonewild. All rights reserved. User
Name. Remember Me? Golf Cart Pics. Site Sponsors. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 3. Thread
Tools. Worth Posts: 7, Gem Car 2003 jeep liberty thermostat location
how to change mass air flow sensor
wiring a shaver socket diagrams
72 volt electric Anyone have any experience with these models? Send a private message to
mikesmotortoys. Visit mikesmotortoys's homepage! Re: Gem Car - 72 volt electric i dont have
part numbers but if it has gem bat it needs a gel charger Find More Posts by WickedCarts. Re:

Gem Car - 72 volt electric Vehicle is clean. Send a private message to dcannow. Find More
Posts by dcannow. Re: Gem Car - 72 volt electric The on board charger will not kick in unless
each battery has a minimum of 10 volts. Send a private message to railcop Find More Posts by
railcop Re: Gem Car - 72 volt electric hi you need to charge each battery with a 12 volt charger.
Send a private message to Carryone. Find More Posts by Carryone. Re: Gem Car - 72 volt
electric sorry wrong thread. Re: Gem Car - 72 volt electric Quote: Originally Posted by railcop
The on board charger will not kick in unless each battery has a minimum of 10 volts. Send a
private message to yoyomina. Find More Posts by yoyomina. Similar Threads.

